IV. ICT based scales

35. A Scale to Measure Attitude of Research Scholars towards Use of Information Technology (IT) For Their Empowerment


Statements

1. IT (Information Technology) helps Agricultural Scholars to develop a carrier in agricultural fields. (+)
2. I think that IT cannot develop Agricultural Scholars to be an important part of Indian agriculture. (-)
3. IT can help Agricultural Scholars to know new areas of Research. (+)
4. IT does not help Agricultural Scholars to be a successful person in Indian condition. (-)
5. IT helps Agricultural Scholars to be a future researcher. (+)
6. IT is not that effective for Indian Agricultural Scholars to improve extension services. (-)
7. IT helps Agricultural Scholars to be an efficient biotechnologist. (+)
8. IT does not help Agricultural Scholars to be a good business manager. (-)
9. IT helps Agricultural to be a good international marketer. (+)
10. IT does not help Agricultural Scholars to be a successful entrepreneur. (-)

Value of Reliability: 0.72